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ABSTRACT

Presentation is the public speaking that the presenters prepared talk to present in front of the class. In addition, Pecha Kucha (PK) is a kind of presentation style which the format of PK is the presenters must show the audience 20 slides under 20 seconds per slide with concisely the content and use only pictures or graphics without sentences. The researcher aimed to investigate the students who retook the advance speaking at English Language Education Department at University of Muhammadiyah Malang. Based on the research objects, they were: (1) To find the obstacles in preparing PK presentation faced by Students of English Department in Learning Speaking, (2) To explain how that students of English Department solve the problems in preparing PK presentation, and (3) To know the advantages of using PK in learning speaking for Students of English Department.

Besides, this study used qualitative descriptive design because the researcher described the students’ experience of preparing PK regarding the obstacles, the solutions, and the advantages. There were six of seven English students in advance speaking class as the subjects, for a person was absent to the class. Furthermore, the instruments applied were questionnaire and interview. As the result, the obstacles in preparing PK faced by English students as follow: lack of time management, overabundant and less contents in each slide, repeated rehearsal, and find the appropriate picture. The way to unravel the obstacles was by validating the result to the lecturer, using simple pictures, and comparing PK with other researches. Last, the advantages from PK were: arousing visual attractiveness, focusing on main content, improving speaking skill, and avoiding to type the slide contents.

To conclude, result of research problems, they were: the most obstacles faced by English students were lack of time management and overabundant and less content in each slide. The students’ solutions had three of them that the students used. Overall, the most students found that PK more focusing on the main content and improving speaking skill.
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